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Observation and ultrafast dynamics of a nonvalence correlation-bound state of an anion

James N. Bull1,2 and Jan R. R. Verlet1*

Nonvalence states of molecular anions play key roles in processes, such as electron mobility, in rare-gas liquids, radiation-induced damage to DNA, and the formation of anions in the interstellar medium. Recently, a class of nonvalence bound anion state has been predicted by theory in which correlation forces are predominantly responsible for binding the excess electron. We present a direct spectroscopic observation of this nonvalence correlation-bound state (CBS) in the para-toluquinone trimer cluster anion. Time-resolved photoelectron velocity map imaging shows that photodetachment of the CBS produces a narrow and highly anisotropic photoelectron distribution, consistent with detachment from an s-like orbital. The CBS is bound by \(-50\) meV and decays by vibration-mediated autodetachment with a lifetime of \(700 \pm 100\) fs. These states are likely to be common in large and/or polarizable anions and clusters and may act as doorway states in electron attachment processes.

INTRODUCTION

Unlike valence molecular orbitals that define molecular structure and bonding, nonvalence states are bound by long-range interactions between the molecular core and an electron and have little influence on molecular structure. These states are often weakly bound and have a highly diffuse orbital. For neutral atoms and molecules, the long-range Coulomb potential between a cation core and an electron forms the well-known Rydberg states. For molecular anions, the nonvalence binding interaction is between the neutral core and an excess electron. In the absence of the Coulomb interaction, much weaker dipole-binding interaction is between the molecular core and an electron and have little influence on molecular structure. These states are often weakly bound and have a highly diffuse orbital.

Correlation forces tend to be larger in highly polarizable systems, and calculations have predicted nonvalence CBSs for a number of cluster systems: \((\text{NaCl})_{n}^-\) \((n = 3\) and 4\) (20), \((\text{C}_{60}\text{F}_{6})_{2}^-\) (10), \((\text{C}_{24}\text{H}_{12})_{2}^-\) (11), \((\text{Xe})_{n}^-\) \((n = 5\) to 7\) (21), \((\text{NH}_{3})_{n}^-\) (22), and \((\text{H}_{2}\text{O})_{24}^-\) (and likely other water cluster anions) (23, 24). There is a belief that correlation forces are a key ingredient in defining the structure of solvated electrons (25) and controlling electron mobility in liquid xenon (26). To date, experimental evidence that correlation forces can bind an excess electron has come indirectly through the observation of \((\text{Xe})_{n}^-\) \((n = 6\) and 7\) by mass spectrometry in which the ground state is a nonvalence CBS (21, 27), and from Rydberg electron transfer measurements on \(\text{C}_{60}^-\), identifying near threshold s-wave electron attachment (28). However, the direct spectroscopic observation of a nonvalence CBS has remained elusive. A recent proposal suggested the use of ultrafast pump-probe experiments to create and monitor the dynamics of a CBS in real time (7), a strategy that we have recently applied to the formation of a dipole-bound state (29) and that was applied here to create, observe, and characterize a nonvalence CBS.

RESULTS

Our target system was the isolated para-toluquinone trimer cluster anion, \((p\text{TQ})_{3}^-\), which was chosen because highly conjugated and cluster systems typically exhibit large correlation forces and are the likely systems to support a CBS. Gas-phase \((p\text{TQ})_{3}^-\) was readily generated by electrospray ionization and transferred to vacuum, where a packet of its ions was selected by time-of-flight mass spectrometry. We used time-resolved photoelectron imaging for the spectroscopic identification and characterization of the nonvalence CBS. In our experiments, a femtosecond pump pulse at 3.10 eV (400 nm) photoexcited \((p\text{TQ})_{3}^-\), and a second, delayed, femtosecond probe pulse at 1.55 eV (800 nm) monitored the evolution of the excited states. The photoelectron spectra and angular distributions provide direct insight into the binding energy and molecular orbital character of the transiently populated excited states. In principle, resonant excitation can directly access nonvalence states; however, in practice, oscillator strengths are weak relative to the excitation to valence excited states (30), and the requirement of narrow bandwidth lasers precludes direct characterization of their dynamical behavior.

Supporting computational work obtained equilibrium geometries of \((p\text{TQ})_{3}^-\) and its closed-shell neutral, \((p\text{TQ})_{3}\), as shown in Fig. 1 (A and B, respectively). The anion geometry exhibits two monomers (A1 and A2) that adopt a distorted \(\pi\)-stacked structure, with the third monomer (A3) acting as a side-on bridge. In the ground electronic state, the excess electron is almost exclusively (97%) localized on the A3 monomer. The molecular dipole moment at the anion and neutral geometries are 1.17 and 0.46 D, respectively, which are below the threshold of \(\sim 2.5\) D required to experimentally support a dipole-bound state (2). Systematic electronic structure calculations of cluster geometries identified no low-energy cluster that could support a dipole-bound state (29). However, our calculations identified a nonvalence CBS that is
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bound by ~30 and ~100 meV in the anion and neutral geometries, respectively. The CBS is unbound within the Hartree-Fock approximation. The calculated natural orbital associated with the CBS at the neutral geometry is shown in Fig. 1C. The nonvalence CBS for (pTQ)$_3^-$ differs from those for high-symmetry systems, such as C$_6$O$_2^-$, because the cluster has a residual dipole and quadrupole moment that can interact with the excess charge. Nevertheless, the dominant binding force for the nonvalence state of (pTQ)$_3^-$ is correlation.

To generate the CBS, we exploited the fact that there are several optically active $\pi^*$ resonances around $h\nu \sim 3.10$ eV, which are quasi-bound states situated in the detachment continuum (31), and that their associated above-threshold nuclear dynamics induce coupling with the CBS. Figure 2A shows the photoelectron spectrum recorded at 3.10 eV, which is dominated by a distribution at low electron kinetic energy (eKE) that has some discernible vibrational structure. Figure 2B shows a selection of time-resolved photoelectron spectra in which a femtosecond pump pulse at 3.10 eV excites the $\pi^*$ resonance and a femtosecond probe pulse at 1.55 eV samples the excited-state population at time delay, $t$. The probe translates the transient (pumped) eKE distribution by the probe photon energy. Each time-resolved spectrum has the pump-only contribution ($t < 0$) subtracted, thus showing only the transient changes. The spectra in Fig. 2B show two time-resolved features: depletion of signal at low eKE and appearance of signal at high eKE. At delays near $t = 0$, the high-eKE appearance feature is broad and extends to ~2.2 eV, which is consistent with the adiabatic binding energy of (pTQ)$_3^-$ at 2.5 ± 0.2 eV. This broad feature evolves over the first 100 fs into a narrow peak centered at eKE = 1.50 eV, implying a binding energy of ~50 meV, although the resolution of the spectrometer is ~80 meV at this eKE. The inset in Fig. 2B shows the corresponding photoelectron image at a pump-probe delay of $t = 150$ fs. The narrow ring with a large radius that corresponds to the narrow peak in the spectra in Fig. 2B is highly anisotropic ($\beta_2 \sim +1$ for $t > 100$ fs), peaking along the laser polarization axis, $\epsilon$. This anisotropy is consistent with $p$-wave photodetachment (32). Figure 2C shows the integrated photoelectron signal over the low-eKE depletion feature and over the high-eKE appearance feature. The integrated signals were fit with two exponential decays with lifetimes of $t_1 < 60$ fs (limited by cross-correlation) and $t_2 = 700 \pm 100$ fs. The faster $t_1$ lifetime corresponds to the concerted development of the narrow anisotropic feature and the low-eKE depletion feature. The slower $t_2$ lifetime corresponds to the concerted decay of the narrow peak and recovery of the low-eKE depletion feature. The fact that the integrated depletion signal is mirrored by the integrated appearance signal shows that the time-resolved decay dynamics are associated with the vibrational-structured low-eKE photoelectron feature in the single-photon spectrum (Fig. 2A).

**DISCUSSION**

We now turn to interpreting the time-resolved measurements. The initial broad high-eKE time-resolved feature shown in Fig. 2B, which is associated with lifetime $t_1$, is consistent with photodetachment by the probe from the $\pi^*$ resonance, as illustrated in Fig. 3A. The large
spectral width arises from differences in the ground and excited-state anion geometries (29, 33, 34). The narrow peak with an eKE distribution centered ~50 meV below the probe energy is consistent with an excited state of the anion that is weakly bound and has a potential energy surface that is parallel with the neutral ground-state potential energy surface (Fig. 3B). Furthermore, the photodetachment angular distribution (p-wave character) associated with the narrow peak implies that the orbital from which the electron was ejected has an s-like character. These three attributes are consistent with the narrow peak corresponding to photodetachment from a nonvalence excited state. Given that the cluster cannot support a dipole-bound state, the nonvalence excited state is the CBS identified in our calculations. Thus, the initial ultrafast lifetime ($t_1 < 60 \text{ fs}$) corresponds to the formation of the nonvalence CBS through internal conversion of the initially photoexcited $\pi^*$ resonance. The subsequent lifetime ($t_2 = 700 \pm 100 \text{ fs}$) corresponds to the decay of the nonvalence CBS, and the mechanism can be assigned as autodetachment because the decay of the narrow peak is mirrored by the recovery of the depletion feature. Moreover, the apparent vibrational structure of the CBS autodetachment feature in the single-photon measurement (Fig. 2A) suggests that autodetachment is mediated by specific vibrational modes of the cluster.

The CBS dynamics described above are similar to the dipole-bound state formation and autodetachment dynamics recently characterized in $\pi$-stacked coenzyme Q$_0$ dimer anions (29). This similarity is not surprising considering the likeness in diffuse character between both types of nonvalence state. For the coenzyme Q$_0$ dimer anions, a photoelectron feature analogous to the low-eKE vibrational structure shown in Fig. 2A was assigned to autodetachment from the dipole-bound state facilitated by wagging and stretching modes of the carbonyl groups, which were highly excited in the initial photoexcitation. Drawing parallels with the present system, we assign the vibrational structure in Fig. 2A to result from vibrational-mediated autodetachment of the nonvalence CBS. That is, excited vibrational modes combined with monomer reorganization (motion of A3 to N3 in Fig. 1) modulate the CBS orbital to “shake off” the weakly bound electron. In this process, the electron is ejected with kinetic energy proportional to the vibrational mode frequencies in accordance with the $\Delta v = -1$ propensity rule (Fig. 3C) (35, 36). Although this propensity rule is established for autodetachment from a dipole-bound state, it should be equally applicable to autodetachment from a nonvalence CBS. The associated vibrational structure in Fig. 2A can be empirically fitted with three Gaussian distributions; each Gaussian will probably have multiple contributing modes. Some of these modes may be those initially excited by the pump pulse, with a representative wagging mode shown in Fig. 2A. However, vibrational energy redistribution is likely to occur over the ~700-fs lifetime; other modes that are likely to contribute to Fig. 3C are those that are strongly coupled to the electron motion, such as the motion of N3 (Fig. 1B) (35). Unfortunately, a definitive assignment of the modes requires knowledge of the photoexcitation and internal conversion dynamics as well as potential energy surfaces for all states involved, which is not feasible for (pTQ)$_3^-$ at present.

The direct spectroscopic observation of a nonvalence state that is predominantly bound by correlation forces confirms the existence of this class of anion state. In accordance with theoretical studies, nonvalence CBS are likely to be common in a range of polarizable molecules and clusters. For example, correlation forces are expected to play a significant role in solvated electrons; these can be studied using cluster anions, which serve as proxies to investigate electron trapping in nanoscopic environments (37). In addition, given the observed similarity in the properties and dynamics of a nonvalence CBS and a dipole-bound state, processes associated with the latter should translate to systems with small or no dipole moments but that can support a nonvalence CBS. For example, the capture of a low-energy electron by a dipole-bound state is one of the primary mechanisms of interstellar anion formation (3). The same mechanistic argument of a large capture cross section for very low velocity electrons becomes applicable to large polyaromatic hydrocarbon or fullerene species that support a nonvalence CBS (28).
**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

The experimental setup has been described in detail elsewhere (29, 33, 34). Briefly, a ~2 mM solution of >99% purity para-toluquinone (Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in analytical grade methanol was electrosprayed at ~5 kV, and resulting anions were transferred via a vacuum transfer capillary into a radio frequency ring-electrode ion trap. Ions were thermalized to ~300 K in the trap, allowing formation of a statistical ensemble of cluster isomers. The trapped ions were unloaded into a collinear time-of-flight assembly in which the ion packet was accelerated along a 1.3-m flight region toward a continuous-mode penetrating field–velocity-mapping assembly (38). Laser pulses were timed to interact with the mass-selected ion packet at the center of the velocity map imaging stack. Ejected electrons were velocity-mapped onto a dual (chevron) multichannel plate detector, followed by a P43 phosphor screen, which was monitored with a charge-coupled device camera. The eKE scale was calibrated from the spectrum of $^{13}$C, and the velocity-mapping resolution was ~5%. All velocity map image reconstructions used a polar onion-peeling algorithm (39), allowing the photoelectron spectrum and electron ejection angular distribution, $\beta$, to be obtained (32). All images were accumulated with a 500-ns multichannel plate gate.

Femtosecond laser pulses were derived from a Spectra-Physics Ti:Sapphire oscillator and regenerative amplifier. The 3.10-eV (400 nm; ~70 μJ) pump pulses were produced by frequency doubling of the 1.55-eV (800 nm) fundamental in a type I β-barium borate crystal. The 1.55-eV (~450 μJ) fundamental was used as the probe pulse. Pump and probe pulses were delayed relative to each other (t) using a motorized delay line. Both pulses were combined collinearly using a dichroic mirror and were loosely focused into the interaction region using a curved metal mirror. The pump-probe cross-correlation is ~60 fs, providing an ultimate time resolution of ~30 fs.

Supporting electronic structure calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 (40), GAMESS-US (41), and CFOUR software packages (42). First, systematic PM6, ωB97XD/GEN1, and MP2/GEN1 geometry optimizations were performed on a range of pTQ$_x$ geometries to identify minimum energy structures (counterpoise-corrected) (43–45). The GEN1 basis set is the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set excluding the most diffuse set of d functions centered on carbon and oxygen atoms (46). All geometries were confirmed to represent geometrical minima through vibrational frequency analysis. The localized versus delocalized nature of the ground electronic state anion was determined from Mulliken (natural bond orbitals in parentheses) (47) charges and gave ~0.03 (~0.01), 0.04 (~0.02), and ~1.01 (~0.97) for A1, A2, and A3, respectively, indicating that the excess electron is localized on the A3 monomer.

Following protocol established in other theoretical studies of nonvalence CBS (6–13), the nonvalence CBS for (pTQ)$_x$ was characterized using the EA-EOM-CC2 method (48). EOM-MP2 and EOM-CC2 methods suffered numerical instabilities. CBS calculations required a set of 669p functions situated at the center of each pTQ ring (total of 720 spherical harmonic basis functions); EA-EOM-CC2/GEN1 (that is, no diffuse functions) failed to characterize a nonvalence CBS. Correlated virtual spaces were truncated to exclude the highest 300 orbitals (>50 eV in the Hartree-Fock approximation) for computational tractability.

Valence-localized π* resonances were characterized using multistate XMCQDPT2 theory with a (9, 12) CASSCF reference wave function (49). These calculations identified three resonances (oscillator strengths in parentheses), centered at 2.6 (0.02), 3.1 (0.001), and 3.4 (0.001) eV. These were expected to have an accuracy of ±0.2 eV (29, 34).
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